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Leirubakki is an old manor farm in south

Iceland, only 100 kilometers from Iceland’s

capital, Reykjavík. Sheep and horses have been

raised at Leirubakki for more than 1000 years,

and in recent years a diverse range of services for tourists has

been developed there. The farm now boasts a new hotel and an
outstanding restaurant, in addition to facilities for meetings and

conferences. It is also an information center for tourists and
hosts the Hekla Center, where one can enjoy an innovative and

stylish exhibition on Iceland’s most famous and active volcano,
Hekla. Hekla is a massive, lofty mountain, 1,491 meters high,
towering over the district to which Leirubakki belongs.

Outstanding location

Not far from Reykjavik, Hotel Leirubakki is extremely well located in the center of the South, and is only a one-hour drive away

from most of the finest historical sites and natural treasures in
Iceland such as Mt. Hekla and the renowned Landmannalaugar
volcanic hills, as well as Þingvellir, Gullfoss, and Geysir.

The Hekla Center.

The village of Vík on the south coast is nearby, and an incredible number of beautiful places are even closer.

Very many tourists choose to stay at Hotel Leirubakki for

more than one night, making Leirubakki their headquarters for their summer holidays, driving through the beautiful districts of South Iceland during the day or going fishing or horseback riding, and then in the evening enjoying

the gourmet cuisine that the chefs at Hotel Leirubakki and
the Hekla Center serve in the first-class restaurant there.
Incentive tours, mystery tours, company outings

Hotel Leirubakki is not just open during the summers, but
rather, all year round. In the fall, winter, and spring, out-

side the peak summer-holiday period, Leirubakki is a very
popular place for meetings, conferences, and all sorts of
mystery tours, incentive tours, and company outings.

There are good conference facilities at Leirubakki, and

high-speed Internet connections. The staff of Hotel Leirubakki puts pride and effort into making guests feel comfortable, and eagerly assists in making their
stay memorable, through evenings of entertainment, storytelling, trips in the vicinity, etc.

Swimming pool, hot tubs, northern lights, midnight sunLeirubakki has an abundance of naturally hot water, which
is not only used to heat all of the buildings on the farm, but
is also used for the swimming pool and hot tubs. A very
popular activity is relaxing in the hot water after a long day
of sightseeing or meetings. During the winter, guests often
enjoy the fantastic spectacle of the northern lights, and in the
summers the midnight sun is enchanting, making the night
as bright as the day. Hotel Leirubakki also has a sauna, and
it is possible to order a massage, hairstyling, or beauty treatment, as one wishes.
Traditional food and drink.
The restaurant at Leirubakki is new and very high-quality,
standing in comparison to the best restaurants in any big city.
On the menu are beef and lamb steaks, as well as delicious
fish from the rivers and lakes around Leirubakki, not to mention seafood from the North Atlantic itself, which surrounds
Iceland. It is also possible to order traditional Icelandic dishes
as appetizers or hors d’oeuvres, sometimes in old, stone-walled
buildings. Examples of such delicacies include rotten shark,
flatbread made of rye-meal and served with butter, smoked
lamb, lamb liver pâté, or dried fish— and what could be better
than to wash this down with Black Death schnapps and cold
Icelandic beer?
D i s cov er t h e p o s s i b i li t i e s , ta k e a dva n tag e o f a n o f f er !
The staff at Hotel Leirubakki will happily answer all questions, make offers, and help to tailor guests’
visits according to their own particular needs and wishes. We look forward to hearing from you:

w w w. l e i rubakki.is | bo okings@l eirubakki.is
Hotel Leirubakki and The Hekla Center, Leirubakka, IS-851 Hella, Iceland.
Tlf.: +354-487 8700.

